Abstract Team-level retrospectives are widely used in agile and lean software development, yet little is known about what is actually discussed during retrospectives or their outcomes. In this paper, we synthesise the outcomes of sprint retrospectives in a large, distributed, agile software development organisation. This longitudinal case study analyses data from 37 teamlevel retrospectives for almost 3 years. We report the outcomes of the retrospectives, their perceived importance for process improvement and relatVed action proposals. Most discussions were related to topics close to and controllable by the team. However, the discussions might suffer from participant bias, and in cases where they are not supported by hard evidence, they might not reflect reality, but rather the sometimes strong opinions of the participants. Some discussions were related to topics that could not be resolved at the team level due to their complexity. Certain topics recurred over a long period of time, either reflecting issues that can and have been solved previously, but that recur naturally as development proceeds, or reflecting waste since they cannot be resolved or improved on by the team due to a lack of controllability or their complexity. For example, the discussion on estimation accuracy did not reflect the true situation and improving the estimates was complicated. On the other hand, discussions on the high number of known bugs recurred despite effective improvements as development proceeded.
Introduction
Retrospectives, also known as 'post-mortems' and 'post-project reviews' have often been proposed as a tool for making improvements in software development activities due to their theoretical capability to generate learning and recognise the success and failure of software engineering practice (Dingsøyr 2005) .
Modern software development methods, such as Scrum (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011) , have emphasised the role of retrospectives during the development period as opposed to after it has ended in helping enable continuous learning and process improvement. In agile development, retrospectives are recommended to be applied continuously; for example, sprint retrospectives can be applied after each sprint review when using the Scrum method (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011) , and some authors suggest spending 1 h every other week reflecting on working habits (Cockburn 2002) . Since applying retrospectives in this way requires considerable effort from the software teams, it is important to understand the results of such a practice in order to assess its value.
Despite this need for and the widespread use of retrospectives, their tangible outcomes have received little research attention. Prior studies have certainly noted the need for retrospective and introduced various methods for conducting them (see section 2 for details). However, what actually is discussed and decided in retrospectives -negative and positive observations as well as corrective actions -have not been reported, synthesised or compared in previous studies. More importantly, prior studies have not analysed how the outcomes of the retrospectives change over time. Such a longitudinal perspective can help us understand the extent to which the reported observations and corrective actions keep repeating themselves and how the topics and improvement ideas change over time. This will help experts evaluate the role of continuous retrospectives for process improvement and knowledge elicitation.
In this article, we start to fill in this gap in the existing literature by analysing the outcome of team-level retrospectives in a longitudinal case study of a large, distributed Scrum organization. We analyse the discussion topics and their evolution over time as well as the developed corrective actions. The data consist of the retrospective diagrams recorded by the participants in the team-level retrospective meetings. The raw statements extracted from the retrospective diagrams are categorised based on the process areas and topics. Our analysis is based on these categorisations and a qualitative analysis of the contents of the retrospective statements.
The rest of the paper is organised in the following way. Section 2 introduces related work regarding different types of retrospective methods and the motivators for conducting analyses on positive and negative software development experiences. Section 3 presents the research questions and the case study design, including the retrospective techniques used in the case organisation. Section 4 presents the case study results together with the discussion based on the research questions. Section 5 provides a discussion on the implications the research findings and presents a validity evaluation of the research. Section 6 concludes the study and discusses opportunities for future research.
Related Work

Methods for Conducting Retrospectives in Software Engineering
Retrospective methods have been defined as 'collective learning activities' (Dingsøyr 2005) , which are used to recall software development experiences and problems in order to make improvements to future software development practice. Generally speaking, retrospectives aim to recognise software engineering successes and failures and to link the related experience to action proposals that will improve future successes and decrease the likelihood of future failures. The tangible outcome of a retrospective is a report (Dingsøyr 2005) , which may include positive and negative experiences (Bjørnson et al. 2009 ), detected problems (Lehtinen et al. 2011; Stålhane et al. 2003) , voting results (Lehtinen et al. 2011 ) and action proposals (Lehtinen et al. 2011) . Retrospectives are used at various levels, including the level of software teams, organisations and companies (Lehtinen 2014) . They can be mapped onto development phases, eg in the form of 'planning post-mortems', 'design/verification post-mortems' and 'field post-mortems' (Tiedeman 1990) .
Agile software development methods emphasise the importance of using retrospectives continuously according to agile principles: 'At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly' (Cockburn 2002) . Such retrospectives have to be constructive and lightweight in terms of the effort expended and the required calendar time (Glass 2002) . In agile retrospectives, it is common to reflect on the experiences of the past development iteration within the team, identify what has worked well and what are the problems and their causes, and then to make decisions on what improvements to make (Derby et al. 2006; Cockburn 2002) . A typical agile retrospective is the sprint retrospective in Scrum, where the Scrum team has a roughly three-hour, time-boxed retrospective meeting after each development sprint (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011) . Agile retrospectives in general can adopt a variety of techniques and tools for analysing the development successes and challenges, such as the five whys, fishbone diagrams and voting techniques (Derby et al. 2006) .
Retrospective methods often include three steps: 1) target definition, 2) reflection (sometimes referred to as 'root cause analysis') and 3) corrective action development. These steps have been discussed in detail in a study by (Lehtinen 2014) . The target definition aims to focus the scope of the retrospective analysis on a relevant and important topic. Such topics have included the causes of software defects (Jalote and Agrawal 2005; Card 1998; Lehtinen et al. 2014a) , the detection of negative and positive development experiences (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011; Bjørnson et al. 2009 ), analysis of the requirements problems (Tiedeman 1990; Jin et al. 2007 ), lead-time problems (Lehtinen et al. 2014a ), installation problems (Lehtinen et al. 2014a ) and expectation mismatches (Lehtinen et al. 2015b) .
Reflection is the step where negative and positive experiences are identified and analysed. At this stage, methods such as root cause analysis can be used (Collier et al. 1996; Derby et al. 2006; Dingsøyr 2005; Card 1998) . Reflection makes it possible to structurally investigate a problem and recognise the underlying causes needed to prevent it from occurring in the future. With retrospectives, root cause analysis has been applied with lightweight diagramming techniques using a team investigation process that aims to understand why and how the target problem occurred. Root cause analysis has also been used to explore the factors of positive software development experiences. While the existing literature discusses these methods, little has been said about what they actually produce, how well that matches with reality and if the problems are actually being solved or if they simply recur over and over again when conducting continuous retrospectives.
Corrective action development is the third step used in retrospective methods. This step can be initialised by having the retrospective participants vote on the identified causes (Lehtinen et al. 2014a) . Voting helps steer the process of developing corrective actions in the direction of defining improvement targets that the participants perceive as being worthwhile to achieve. Corrective action development techniques are the least studied area in the context of software engineering retrospectives (Lehtinen 2014) . Researchers have suggested that such techniques should also include brainstorming and brainwriting exercises as well as the use of interviews after the retrospective meetings as feasible approaches for developing corrective actions.
The Outcomes of Lightweight Software Engineering Retrospectives
To the best of our knowledge, the tangible outcomes of software engineering retrospectives have been rarely studied. The main gaps in the existing literature include an understanding of the continuous retrospective practice, what the outcomes are and how the outcomes change over the time. Additionally, there is lack of knowledge about retrospective outcomes that focus on positive experiences. None of the studies we identified recognised the links between the different types of discussion topics and the development of corrective actions, which would be valuable for steering the discussions into constructive process improvement topics. Dingsøyr et al. (2001) has presented the outcome of lightweight retrospectives in the form of sample outcomes from two software companies. The outcomes indicate problems in various process areas (contract, estimation, planning, etc.) and related to various actors (customer, project manager, developer, etc.) . Stålhane (2004) has likewise presented the outcomes from two retrospective approaches in a software company. His results also include problems encountered in various process areas, including delivery, development, management and organisation. Similarly, Lehtinen et al. (2014a) focused on retrospectives in four mediumsized software companies. Their findings are in line with those of Dingsøyr et al. (2001) and Stålhane (2004) , indicating that retrospectives can reveal problems from various software development process areas (sales & requirements, management, implementation work, etc.) and with respect to various types (cooperation, existing product, resources & schedules, etc.) . Furthermore, Lehtinen et al. (2014a) indicate that retrospectives can reveal perceived causal mechanisms between the detected problems interconnecting the retrospective outcomes. The outcomes from the two retrospectives introduced by Stålhane et al. (2003) support this hypothesis.
There is a gap in the existing literature regarding retrospective outcomes, especially over time. A detailed analysis of the topics of discussion and corrective actions as the outcome of retrospectives has not been performed. There is a lack of understanding of the interrelationships between the discussion topics and the corrective actions, what topics are discussed a great deal and what topics best lend themselves to corrective actions. Furthermore, there is a need to study how the retrospective outcomes change over time; the team-level retrospectives should be applied as a continuous practice in agile software development. It is beneficial to study whether or not continuous retrospectives remain productive over time, as well as whether the same discussions keep recurring over time. To the best of our knowledge, no existing study has covered the outcome of continuous retrospective practice or analysed how the retrospective outcomes change over time, if at all.
Studies on retrospective outcomes with respect to positive software development experiences are largely missing. Bjørnson et al. (2009) presented the outcomes of team-level retrospectives via two examples. However, they did not thoroughly analyse the outcomes. Nonetheless, the study illustrates the retrospective outcomes of positive experiences, which other studies have not done.
In a previous study, we developed and evaluated the root cause analysis methods used in software project retrospectives (Lehtinen et al. 2011 ). We applied the methods to an analysis of the causal mechanisms leading to failures or critical problems in software projects and product development (Lehtinen et al. 2014a (Lehtinen et al. , 2015b . We also developed a supporting tool to assist in recording the retrospective outcomes (Lehtinen et al. 2014b) . In these studies, the root cause analysis method was applied in the context of focused organisation-level retrospectives that analysed a specific critical problem. Our results indicated that the use of root cause analysis can improve the retrospective outcomes by providing in-depth analysis for important software engineering problems, and we suggested that root cause analysis was perceived as a feasible approach for conducting software project retrospectives. In our earlier studies, the retrospectives were organised as a single event consisting of one or more retrospectives facilitated by the researchers. In this article, we study a continuous, team-level retrospective practice using a longitudinal approach by analysing retrospective outcomes from several teams over a threeyear period. One of the case organisations from our earlier work (Lehtinen et al. 2015b ) is the same as the case in this study, but the dataset in this study is different. The software tool that was developed in our earlier work was also used in the retrospectives by the teams working in the case organisation in this study.
Case Study Design
This paper is based on a longitudinal case study (Yin 1994 ) in a single case organisation. The study is longitudinal (Runeson et al. 2012) because observations of the studied phenomenon were collected over a long period of time and, in addition, the researchers had a prolonged involvement in the case company through research collaboration over multiple years. A longitudinal case study is an appropriate means to study research questions concerned with the outcomes of team-level retrospectives when applied as a continuous practice in every development sprint over a long period of time.
In this section, we first present the research objective and the detailed research questions. After that, we introduce the case study context, the case organisation and the retrospective methods applied in the case organisation. Finally, we describe the data collection process and analysis methods.
Research Objective and Questions
Our objective was to create descriptive knowledge about the outcomes of team-level sprint retrospectives by synthesising and analysing a longitudinal dataset on the retrospectives done in a single software development organisation. Our goal was both to describe and categorise the outcomes of the retrospectives and to analyse how they evolve over time when applied as a continuous practice.
We refer to the recorded retrospective statements, both positive and negative, and the developed corrective actions as the outcomes of a retrospective. In our terminology, a team-level retrospective refers to a retrospective conducted by the software development team members, such as sprint retrospectives or team-level post-mortem analysis (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011; Bjørnson et al. 2009 ).
We formulated the following research questions with respect to the case organisation:
RQ 1 What discussion topics are covered in the team-level retrospectives? RQ 1.1 What development process areas do the discussions concern? RQ 1.2 What topic types do the discussions concern? RQ 1.3 To what degree are the discussion topics related to negative and positive experiences?
With the first research question, we aim at descriptive results concerning the topics mentioned in the retrospective discussions in the case organisation. The main analytical viewpoints are the process areas and the types of discussion topics. We used and extended a previously developed taxonomy for discussion topics, described in the section 3.5: Data analysis. In addition, we study the amount and types of negative and positive experiences, since retrospectives typically cover both.
RQ 2 For which discussion topics are corrective actions developed? RQ 2.1 What discussion topics most often result in the development of corrective actions? RQ 2.2 What types of corrective actions are developed?
With the second research question, we aim to understand what discussion topics attract the most ideas for corrective actions and describe the developed corrective actions using the same analytical framework as for the discussion topics in general in RQ 1. RQ 3 How do the discussion topics evolve over time? RQ 3.1 How do the discussion topics change over time? RQ 3.2 What discussions keep recurring over time? RQ 3.3 What corrective actions are developed for the recurring discussions?
With the third research question, we aim to understand the longitudinal evolution of the retrospective discussions when the retrospectives are applied as continuous practice over a period of several years. Retrospective meetings should be applied as a continuous and frequent practice by development teams. We investigate how the discussion topics evolve over time and identify the changes in the topic types and the process areas. To obtain more insight into how often the retrospective discussions recur, we analyse to what extent the retrospective meetings repeat the same discussions and analyse in detail the types of discussions that keep recurring and the related corrective actions.
RQ 4 How well do the retrospective discussions correspond to the development repository data?
The fourth research question focuses on how well the retrospectives reflect the actual development status in the organisation. We investigate the available software development repository data to obtain insight into the development status. We focus in our analysis on the recurring retrospective discussions because we were able to analyse longitudinally those particular discussions for the duration of the study timeline and compare the changes in the discussions to the changes in the repository data. In this way, we were able to conduct a more reliable analysis than if we had focused on snapshots of a single or a few retrospectives.
Based on this empirical analysis we aim to state implications and research hypotheses regarding the team-level retrospective practices and the contribution of the retrospective practice to organisational knowledge creation and process improvement (see section 5).
The Case Organisation
Our research focuses on the team-level sprint retrospective practices in a distributed development organisation consisting of approximately 30 employees. The total size of the case company is 800 employees. The organisation develops complex software systems integrated into customer-specific software with varying business logic and into customised hardware provided by the company's partners. The study can be classified as a holistic single case study because the case and the unit of analysis are the same (Yin 1994) .
The case was selected based on our stated research goals. The main goals guiding case selection were, first, to gain access to the continuous team-level retrospective practices and their longitudinal outcomes and, second, to study the large-scale context in contrast to a single team setting. We selected a revelatory case (Yin 1994) , which enabled us to study a yet unstudied phenomena. This case enabled us to study, over a long period of time, the outcomes of continuous team-level retrospectives conducted by distributed Scrum teams in a complex software engineering context. The case setting provided us with access to an industrial real case setting with a relatively long history of recorded data on continuous team-level retrospectives that were carried out using similar methods as those applied in our earlier research. This is a rarely studied empirical context for retrospective studies and, as such, the research dataset is unique.
The organisation's representatives informed us that they were using the Scrum method (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011) , which they had introduced about a year prior to the start of our study. At the same time they started to use the Scrum method, they also started to collect the outcomes from the retrospectives, data that was later provided to the researchers.
The development organisation includes software developers, lead developers, Scrum masters and product owners. Though the skillsets of the developers varied slightly, they did not have any specific developer roles; instead, the UI design and architecture were handled, for example, by the cross-functional development teams. The organisation also included testers who were not part of the development teams. From its very start, the organisation has distributed software systems to three European countries, each having one local product owner and several software developers. The product owners convey the customers' needs to the developers, which enables quick face-to-face collaboration for those working in the different development roles, if needed.
The organisation grew during the 3 years of using Scrum, a major challenge for software development work. During the first year, the developers worked in one distributed software development team (referred to as stage 1 in the results and analysis section of this paper). Later, in the beginning of the second year, the developers were divided into two distributed teams (stage 2). Finally, during the third year the developers were divided into six countryspecific, distributed teams (stage 3). In this study, we collected retrospective outcomes from seven individual teams, including all teams in stage 1 and stage 2 and four teams in stage 3. The stages of organisational growth and the retrospectives are illustrated in Table 1 .
The release cycle of the organisation is 1 month and the teams use two-to-four-week development sprints. They also conduct daily stand-ups, sprint demonstrations and retrospectives. In stage 1, the length of the sprints varied between 2 and 3 weeks (development and testing work were integrated). In stage 2, the sprints were lengthened into 3 weeks (development and testing work were integrated). In stage 3, the sprints started with 3 weeks of development work and continued with 1 week of testing work (see the timeline of the retrospectives, sprints and stages of the team structure in Table 1 ).
The Retrospective Methods Used in the Case Organisation
The case organisation used a continuous retrospective approach for making improvements in its software development work at the team level.
The team-level retrospectives were conducted at the end of the software development sprints (Schwaber and Sutherland 2011) along with sprint demonstrations and planning events. The retrospectives were one-hour-long, face-to-face meetings conducted separately in each development team. The results of the retrospectives were used for engaging in continuous reflection and making process improvements in the software development practices. The retrospective meetings were attended by all available team members, which meant approximately 3-5 people in each meeting, and they were facilitated by the Scrum masters. However, the product owners did not regularly participate in the retrospective meetings.
The retrospective practices followed the principles of post-mortem analysis and consisted of three main themes: positive experiences, negative experiences and improvement ideas. The focus was on the experiences from the latest development sprint. First, the positive experiences, successes and achievements were identified and recorded onto a diagram. These findings and their relationships were discussed. Second, the negative experiences and perceived problems were identified and recorded onto the diagram. The participants were additionally asked to express the causes for their findings by using root cause analysis (RCA), as suggested by (Bjørnson et al. 2009 ). During the RCA phase, the team members first listed underlying causes onto the diagram. Then, they discussed the findings and tried to detect deeper level causes. Third, each participant voted on the most important improvement targets. Fourth, corrective actions were developed for the target problems that received the most votes. Finally, the improvement ideas were discussed.
In all of the retrospectives, a retrospective support tool was used for collecting and recording the findings onto the RCA diagram in collaborative manner. The outcomes of each Table 1 Research timeline showing the stages of the organisation's team structure, the sprint lengths and the retrospective dates retrospective were used for making improvements in the development organisation, but the recorded outcomes of the previous retrospectives were not used as input for the forthcoming retrospective meetings.
Case Study Methods and Data Collection
Data collection and analysis were carried out in multiple steps. The data consist of two datasets collected by the team members as part of their normal team retrospective and development work over the course of 3 years, 2012-2014. The datasets were retrieved at the end of 2014 and analysed in 2015.
The first dataset consists of documented outcomes from 37 team-level sprint retrospectives. This dataset was collected by the company personnel and the data collection process was carried out by using a retrospective support tool, the ARCA-tool, 1 during the retrospective meetings. Figure 2 provides an example of the collected data. The retrospectives were facilitated by the Scrum masters, and the authors were not present during these meetings. All of the retrospective meetings from which data are available are listed in Table 1 .
The team members used the software tool to register their findings and collaborate with other team members during the meeting. The tool provided the team members with features to record the retrospective statements onto a diagram, form relationships between the statements, vote for particular statements and record corrective actions. In addition, the tool made it possible for them to organise and classify the statements directly onto the created diagram. All participants can access the same diagram simultaneously and collaboratively. The tool does not affect the retrospective practices to any significant degree. It does not force users to apply any of the features, and in the case organisation each retrospective was started with an empty diagram. This tool was developed as part of our earlier research project (Lehtinen et al. 2014b) , and the tool is in constant use, even though it is still not widely used in the industry.
The second dataset includes the task repository of the case organisation. The data were collected by the authors to evaluate whether the retrospective outcomes, especially the recurring discussion topics, were reflected in the company's task repository. The company was using Jira 2 to manage its development tasks. We collected information from the repository on the development tasks implemented over the three-year study period. We studied the organisation's defects and task backlogs in order to analyse the number of open defects and the estimation accuracy.
In addition to the primary datasets, we collaborated with the company's representatives during the study. We interviewed one of the Scrum masters in order to better understand the software development activities. This interview was not used directly as data to answer the research questions. It confirmed and detailed the researchers' understanding of the case organisation, its work practices and the evolutionary stages and major milestones in the organisation over the three-year timeline of the study. We also introduced some of the preliminary findings of the analysis to the company's representatives in order to validate the results.
The data collection methods were selected to take advantage of the best possible evidence from the retrospective meetings over a long period of time. We could not rely on the participants' recollections regarding activities that had taken place a few years back. The researchers were not present in the retrospective meetings and the meetings were not audio or video recorded. This study and its results rely purely on the documented outcomes that the team members recorded during the meetings.
The data analysis followed the steps outlined in Fig. 1 . First, the raw retrospective data were collected and saved into a custom database that was created for the purposes of analysis. The raw data included the contents of the retrospective diagrams from the company sprint retrospective meetings. All individual retrospective statements were imported into the database, with reference to the particular retrospective meeting that the statements originated from. All data that were directly available in the raw diagrams was saved. This included the number of votes given and the classification of negative statements, positive statements and corrective actions as well as the relationships between the retrospective statements (see section 3.5.1).
Second, the recorded retrospective statements were coded by using and extending an existing coding scheme. Based on the coding categories, a quantitative analysis was performed with respect to the topic types and process areas that were discussed in the retrospectives and the types of topics and areas for which corrective actions were developed.
Third, the coding and quantitative analysis was used to create a synthesis of the all the discussion topics and their interrelationships. The statement coding and quantitative analysis, together with the synthesis of the relationships, were used to answer research questions RQ 1 and RQ 2.
Fourth, all retrospective statements were connected to a timeline based on the retrospective meeting dates. The timeline was used to analyse the evolution of the retrospective discussions during the three stages of the case organisation's history. This analysis was used to answer RQ 3.
Fifth, after connecting the retrospective data to the timeline, the recurring discussions were identified. This was done by qualitatively identifying similar statements in each discussion Fig. 1 Research methodology overview illustrating the research steps, methods and datasets topic category. Discussions occurring in more than 10 % of the retrospective meetings were selected for further analysis. The share of recurring discussion topics and the developed corrective actions were analysed quantitatively. In addition, the discussions were qualitatively analysed based on the statement texts. How often the discussions recurred was illustrated by connecting the number of times a statement was repeated during discussions to the timeline. Our analysis of recurring discussions was used to answer RQ 3.
Sixth, after identifying the recurring discussions, these particular discussions were validated by comparing the contents of the recurring discussions to the task repository data based on the number of times the individual statements occurred on the timeline. This analysis was used to answer RQ 4.
The first two authors were involved in all research design and data analysis activities throughout the study, working as a pair. The first author coded the raw data, step 2 in Fig. 1 . Both the first and second author were involved in collaborating with the case organisation. The third author had more of a supporting and commenting role in the data analysis process and contributed more to commenting on and writing the manuscript.
Data Analysis
We analysed the data using both quantitative and qualitative methods. Section 3.5.1 describes the research data and presents the concepts and categorization system that we used to characterise the raw data and compare the various retrospectives. Section 3.5.2 discusses how the quantitative analyses made use of the categorisation system to summarise and compare the number of discussion topics raised during the retrospectives. Finally, section 3.5.3 describes the methods applied in the qualitative analysis.
Retrospective Data and the Categorisation System
The raw data from the retrospective meetings included retrospective statements, which were arranged into a cause-effect diagram (see Fig. 2 for an example of such a diagram) in the retrospective meetings. A retrospective statement refers to the raw data before coding or interpretation by the researchers. Figure 3 presents the main concepts related to the research data and the categorization system. The main concepts are as follows:
& Retrospective statement -refers to the exact verbatim statements that the retrospective participants recorded into the diagrams. There are four data points for each statement, all of which are directly available from the raw diagrams: 1) the statement text, 2) the number of votes the statement received in the meeting, 3) the outcome class; negative statements, positive statements or corrective actions, and 4) the relationships (links) between the statements. The relationships include statement-to-sub-statement relationships and statement-to-corrective action relationships. & Process area -each retrospective statement belongs to one process area (see Table 2 ). & Topic type -each retrospective statement belongs to one type of topic (see Table 3 ). & Discussion topic -each retrospective statement belongs to one discussion topic, which is a combination of the process area and topic type of that statement.
A categorisation system was used to analyse the topics discussed in the retrospective meetings. The categorisation system consists of two dimensions, process area and topic type. Together, these two categories characterise the discussion topic of each retrospective statement. The process area expresses where in the software development process that the retrospective statement is referring to, eg 'sprint planning' or 'implementation work' (see Table 2 ). The topic type characterises the object of the statements, eg 'learning' or 'task estimations' (see Table 3 ). Thus, the combination of the process area and the type categories represents the discussion topic, eg 'task estimations in the implementation work'. The discussion topic is the concept that we study in this study and the process-area and topic-type categorisations are used to operationalise the concept and make it possible to analyse a large volume of natural language data.
We used the categorisation system introduced in our prior work (Lehtinen et al. 2014a (Lehtinen et al. , 2015b as a starting point for developing the categorisation system used in this study. The categorisation system has been used to state hypotheses regarding the factors affecting the outcome of software projects (Lehtinen et al. 2014a) . The categories reflect the general factors Fig. 3 The concepts used to categorise and analyse the retrospective data affecting the outcome of software system development (McLeod and MacDonell 2011) , and the system has been presented as feasible for describing how the factors are related to one another (Lehtinen et al. 2014a) . For this study, we extended the existing categorisation system by adding new process area categories to it. This was done iteratively by categorising the outcomes of the retrospectives into the existing system and modifying the system if needed.
Quantitative Analysis
For the quantitative analysis, we categorised the retrospective statements according to the categorisation system. This categorisation was then used to analyse and compare the topics raised during the retrospective discussions. During the retrospective meetings, the team members divided the retrospective statements into three outcome classes: 1) positive software development experiences, 2) negative software development experiences and 3) corrective action. Thus, the retrospective statements in the data were divided into these three classes and the number of retrospective statements were analysed as a whole as well as in the three outcome classes.
After recording all of the raw data into a database, the researchers qualitatively coded (the arrows in Fig. 3 ) each retrospective statement by applying two categorisation dimensions: topic types and process areas. There were occasionally retrospective statements that included two sentences with a different process area or topic type in the same raw statement. In these Personal Life Everything that is related to personal life outside the company.
Holiday season before sprint Lot of contacts outside the company while part time.
Unknown
Topics that cannot be focused on in any specific process area.
People too busy to help Too many meetings cases the statement was split into two statements during the analysis in order to categorise it correctly. The first author coded the raw data using the categorisations. We compared the shares of the statements across the topic types and process areas. This enabled us to characterise the common discussion topics for the retrospective outcome classes and recognise changes in the discussion topics over time. We identified the discussion topics that were commonly presented as a target for corrective actions and compared the number of corrective action targets and actual corrective actions for the topic-type and process-area categories.
We analysed how the discussion topics evolved over the retrospective timeline. We grouped the retrospectives into three stages based on the team structures at the time that the retrospectives were conducted. The stages are stage 1 (first year, one team), stage 2 (second year, two teams) and stage 3 (third year, many teams). We compared the distributions of discussion topics over the stages in order to recognise any possible change in the discussion topics as the organisation grew.
We studied how often the discussions recurred in the retrospectives. After qualitatively recognising the recurring discussions (see section 3.5.3), we analysed the number and frequency of the recurring discussions.
In addition to the retrospective statements, we used the task repository data to analyse measurable changes in the bug counts and estimation accuracy. We compared the task repository data with the recurring retrospective statements regarding high or low bug counts and poor or successful task estimates. This comparison was done during the specific time periods when the related retrospective discussions occurred. Regarding the bug counts, we used the number of open bugs as the measurement. The changes in the bug count were analysed using a line chart over time. Regarding estimation accuracy, we measured the share of the reported effort per the estimated effort for each task in a development iteration. The changes in the estimation accuracy were analysed using a box plot.
Qualitative Analyses
We used qualitative techniques to synthesise how the retrospective statements were related throughout the process areas. Due to the use of root cause analysis in the retrospectives, the raw data included perceived cause-effect relationships. We explored the cause-effect relationships in the raw data and drew conclusions regarding how they were interconnected in the process areas. We also used qualitative techniques to recognize whether a retrospective statement occurred continuously, which enabled us to develop our hypotheses regarding the recurring discussions. We also analysed the corrective actions in order to recognise whether a corrective action was developed multiple times. Furthermore, we analysed the corrective actions developed for the recurring discussions in order to characterise how the team members tried to resolve them.
We began the analysis by focusing on the discussion topics that were continuously covered in the retrospectives. The categorisations were used as a technique for selecting the retrospective statements (ie the raw data) for further investigation. We considered all statements, which were categorised into same discussion topic (process area and topic type). We analysed each discussion topic category in order to recognize similar, recurring statements by exploring every statement in the discussion topic category. The recurring statements were combined to create a comprehensive description of the recurring discussions. Finally, the recurring statements were mapped onto the retrospective timeline in order to visualise how often the recurring discussions were occurring during the retrospectives.
Results and Discussion
This section presents our results together with the discussion. The section is structured according to the four main research questions (see section 3.1). The results are presented for each research question, followed by a discussion of the results for each main research question under the reflective subsections.
The analysis is based on the raw statements that were directly recorded in the retrospective meetings by the participants using a software tool. The statements, in the raw data, were classified into negative experiences, positive experiences and corrective actions. In addition, the data includes interrelationships between statements and the number of votes each statement received in the retrospective meeting. The quantitative analysis is based on our categorisation of the retrospective statements into process areas and topic types. The combination of process area and topic type is called the discussion topic in this article. See section 3.5.1 for a detailed description of the concepts and classifications used in the analysis.
What Discussion Topics are Covered in the Team-Level Retrospectives? (RQ 1)
This section presents our analysis of the topics that the team-level retrospectives in the case organisation discussed during the study period. We divided the analysis into three subquestions regarding the process areas that the retrospective statements concern, the topic types and the degree of positive and negative discussions. Table 4 presents a summary of the most common positive discussion topics, negative discussion topics, discussion topics that the participants voted for and corrective actions. In the table, common discussion topics (the combination of process area and topic type, see Fig. 3 ) are described and illustrated together with concrete examples from the retrospective statements. The progress of implementation work was one of the most common discussion topics. The tools and resources & schedules for the implementation work were also commonly discussed both positively and negatively, but they did not result in many related corrective actions. Learning about the implementation work was mostly discussed based on positive experiences and rarely mentioned in the negative, and Improving the implementation work process (5), eg 'have a process that you update documentation when you modify code'.
11 Task priorities for implementation work (7), eg 'focus on fixing bugs'. Outcomes of software testing (11), eg 'bugs often lack information that is necessary'. Outcomes of general management (9), eg 'large amount of urgent, unplanned work'.
Improving the implementation work tools (5), eg 'add the check-style plugin to eclipse'.
12 Tools for software testing (5), eg 'testing connection is now set up, which allows transaction testing'. it resulted in few corrective actions. Software testing tools was commonly discussed based on negative experiences and rarely mentioned in the positive, and it did not result in many related corrective actions. Furthermore, the (lack of) experience with implementation work was a common discussion topic, one that the participants voted as important, but still it was rarely discussed and rarely formed the basis for the presented corrective actions. Most corrective actions were related to work practices.
4.1.1 What Development Process Areas do the Discussions Concern? (RQ 1.1)
The total numbers of retrospective statements recorded during the whole research period are summarised in Table 5 . The table also shows the distribution of the statements across process areas and with respect to the positive, negative and corrective action classes. The data reveal that the discussions included statements regarding almost all process areas. The bulk of the statements concern the areas of sprint planning, implementation work and software testing, together comprising 75 % of all statements. Figure 4 shows how often statements regarding each process area were mentioned in the retrospective meetings. The diagram indicates the percentage of all retrospectives where at least one statement was made regarding a certain process area. All retrospectives included statements related to implementation work. Statements concerning sprint planning and software testing were detected in more than 60 % of the retrospective meetings, meaning that the frequency distribution follows a similar profile over the process areas as the total numbers of statements. Figure 5 shows how much each process area was discussed in the retrospective meetings. The diagram indicates the average number of statements in the retrospective meetings in which at least one statement was made regarding a specific process area. Participants allotted a similar amount of attention to all process areas. Implementation work stands out also in this data as a topic that received more emphasis. In addition to implementation work, participants discussed and voiced more positive experiences with the product owner and the sales and requirements areas than they did with other areas. The distribution of the retrospective statements across each of the topic types is presented in Table 6 . The data show that the topic types most often discussed were work practices, task outcome and progress, and resources & scheduling, as well as cooperation, instructions and learning. The least discussed topics were task risks, task monitoring, policies and customers & users. The task types (denoted with the letter T in Table 6 ) were most common in both positive (45 %) and negative (39 %) statements, whereas the types of methods (denoted with the letter M) represented almost half (49 %) of the corrective actions. Figure 6 presents a synthesis of the retrospective outcomes. The three most common process areas in the discussions were closely interconnected to one another with respect to perceived cause-effect relationships, which indicates that the retrospectives also included discussions on the workflow related to planning, implementation and testing. Interestingly, discussions about the general management, the product owner and deployment were disconnected from the other areas. Overall, negative statements were more common than positive statements, as the total number of positive statements in retrospective discussions comprised only 57 % the total number of negative statements (see Table 5 ). All retrospectives included negative experiences related to the implementation work. The detection of negative experiences was frequent in other process areas, too. In contrast, the detection of positive experiences was more frequent for implementation work than for the other process areas (see Fig. 4 ). The distribution of the positive and negative statements is quite similar throughout the process areas, with the exception of the sales & requirements, general management and product owner areas, each of which received only a few positive statements in the retrospective meetings (see Table 5 and Fig. 4) . Fig. 5 reveals, however, that those rare positive statements led to similar amounts of discussion as did other areas brought up in the meeting. Regarding the topic types, the most positive topics were task outcome, task progress, cooperation and resources & scheduling. These topics were also commonly focused upon in the negative statements, possibly reflecting a certain level of satisfaction when a team succeeds in activities that the team members feel they frequently struggle with. The topics of task progress, learning, cooperation and motivation all received more positive than negative statements; learning especially received only a few negative statements, but it received the second highest number of positive statements. Many purely negative topic types received only a few or no positive statements at all. It seems that the positive statements cover topics that are closely related to a team's progress and achievements in its implementation work, such as task progress and outcomes. Topics that participants discussed frequently, but mostly in the negative, were instructions, task difficulty, process and experience. bold with a number refers to developed corrective actions. + means that positive experiences were detected. -means that negative experiences were detected. ! means that retrospective participants voted for the experience as being important. An arrow (→) refers to a perceived cause-effect relationship between the detected experiences
Reflections
Our results show that team-level retrospectives greatly emphasise topics in the process areas close to the interests of the team members. For each outcome class (positive experiences, negative experiences and corrective actions), the discussions were commonly related to sprint planning, implementation work and software testing. This emphasis seems natural for team-level retrospectives since these process areas are closely related to the everyday work of the development teams. The existing literature has presented a wide array of factors affecting the software development outcomes (McLeod and MacDonell 2011) . Prior studies show that the factors are related to the entire software development lifecycle; for example, the factors of better understanding the sales, user and customers (Keil et al. 1998; Moløkken-Østvold and Jørgensen 2005; Drew Procaccino et al. 2002; Cerpa et al. 2010) , of determining the requirements (McLeod and MacDonell 2011), and of focusing on quality control and software testing (Jones 2008; Kaur and Sengupta 2011; Egorova et al. 2010) . Based on our results, however, it seems that teamlevel retrospectives are weak at recognising issues and successes related to the process areas that are external to the concerns of the teams (eg sales & requirements, general management and the product owner). In our results, the three process areas most closely related to the interests of the teams accounted for 75 % of the retrospective statements. Many of the earlier works are review studies or surveys covering multiple cases and organisations, with the aim of collecting the full variety of factors, which explains their stronger emphasis on factors beyond the scope of the development teams. Such studies have collected data from different organisational levels, thus providing a wider, more comprehensive picture of all the factors that affect project outcomes or failures. Our results, in contrast, provide a descriptive account of the factors that are emphasised when the analysis is conducted at a team level by the development team.
Prior studies have divided software engineering issues into internal and external factors based on their controllability for the team members (Xiangnan et al. 2010) . We have chosen to use the terms local causes and bridge causes to express the extent to which the factors are dependent upon organisational issues across process areas (Lehtinen et al. 2014a ). The team members recognised internal factors based on the planning work, implementation work and software testing. Their findings represent the local causes and bridge causes affecting across these process areas. Such a rich discussion was not conducted for the process areas external to the interests of the team members. In terms of the external process areas, the team members mainly recognised the existing problems and could not identify any positive experiences. Such problems could be better considered in an organisation-level retrospective because a team-level retrospective might not be an effective forum for discussing problems that are not under the team's control. In our earlier study, we presented an analysis of the organisation-level retrospectives and identified the areas of product owner, sales and requirements as well as a lack of communication and bridging relationships to development practices as being important (Lehtinen et al. 2015b) .
In terms of the outcome classes, the number of positive experiences was less than the number of negative experiences, suggesting that most of the discussion was related to the negative experiences. Participants emphasised people factors most often when recounting positive experiences, whereas they most commonly mentioned methodology factors with respect to negative experiences and the need for corrective actions. The results presented in section 4.1.3 highlight the fact that the positive retrospective statements emphasise learning, cooperation, resources & schedules, task outcome and task progress, ie topic types that characterise people factors and the accomplishments of the team. The negative statements, in contrast, emphasise work practices, resources & schedules, task outcome, tools and task progress, ie topic types that characterise methodology factors and task failures. Our prior study on software project failures recognised that software engineering problems are equally related to people and methodology factors (Lehtinen et al. 2014a ). It also found that when selecting improvement targets, management prioritises people factors, whereas the employees emphasise the methodology factors. The results of this study corroborate these earlier findings, showing that the development teams tend to find people factors as more positive and avoid stating themselves as a target for improvement.
For Which Discussion Topics are Corrective Actions Developed? (RQ 2)
In this section, we present the results regarding the developed corrective actions. First, we present our analysis of the discussion topics that were most often the subject of corrective actions in the retrospective meetings. Second, we provide a description of the process areas and topic types with respect to the corrective actions themselves.
What Discussion Topics Most Often Result in the Development of Corrective Actions? (RQ 2.1)
Tables 7 and 8 show the number of corrective actions that were developed based on the negative statements for each topic type and process area, respectively.
The corrective actions were mostly developed for topics that received numerous negative statements. Negative statements regarding such topic types as task outcome, work practices, task difficulty and instructions received high number of corrective actions. All topic types that received numerous corrective actions also had a large number of negative statements. However, some topic types received a relatively high amount of negative discussion, but only a few, or no, suggestions for corrective actions. These topic types included cooperation, task progress, task priority, experience, existing product and tools.
Overall the voting practice that was applied in the retrospective meetings guided the development of corrective actions. The majority (66 %) of corrective actions were developed based on the negative statements that participants voted for.
We also analysed the distribution of the topic types with respect to the negative target statements, ie the negative statements that the corrective actions were developed for. This analysis is relevant since it shows how the corrective actions often represent other types than the actual negative statement the corrective action is developed for. Table 9 illustrates the differences between the targets of the corrective actions and the actual developed corrective actions. Two groups of topic types are highlighted in the table. First, common types of corrective actions that are not commonly listed as the target statements are shown. Second, common target statements that are not commonly listed as corrective actions are shown.
The developed corrective actions were most commonly in types work practices, cooperation, task outcome and process. Of these topic types, task outcome and work practices were also commonly mentioned in the target statements. The topic types of cooperation and process were virtually non-existent as target statements, even though both represented approximately 10 % of the corrective actions. Similarly, tools and values & responsibility were clearly less frequently discussed as targets than their share of the corrective actions would suggest.
On the other hand, task outcome, task estimation, policies, and task difficulty appeared more frequently as the target statements for corrective actions than as corrective actions themselves. In terms of the process areas, the number of corrective actions followed the overall profile for the number of negative statements. The product owner and sprint planning areas represent somewhat higher shares, and implementation and deployment represent lower shares of corrective actions in comparison to the number of negative statements (see Figs. 4 and 5 and Table 5 ). Table 6 lists the number of corrective actions in each topic type, while Table 7 lists the number of negative statements and corrective actions developed for them in each topic type. The most common corrective actions were work practices. Other common corrective actions were related to cooperation, task outcome, process, resources & schedules, instructions and tools. Some topic types received many negative statements, but did not receive many corrective actions. These topic types include experience, existing product and the topics related to development tasks, ie task progress, task estimation, task difficulty and task priority.
Reflections
Our results show that in terms of the process areas, the distribution of corrective actions follows the distribution of negative experiences (see Fig. 4 and Table 5 ). The most common process areas for corrective actions were planning work, implementation work and software testing. The corrective actions were commonly developed for certain topic types (see Table 7 ). These included task outcome, work practices, task difficulty, instructions, resources & schedules, and task estimation. One explanation for why these topics attracted many corrective actions is that the team members perceived these topic types as being controllable. The team was able to change its work practices, improve its information exchange, change its estimation methods and consider the available resources and schedules. On the other hand, it is remarkable that there were many discussion topics that only received a few, or no, suggestions for corrective actions at all, even though there were many related negative statements. These included cooperation, task priorities, task progress, existing product, experience and process. It seems that solving these problems would have required external support (eg collaboration with external stakeholders) and business critical decision making (eg refactoring the existing product and reprioritising the development of new features). This supports the hypothesis that in team-level retrospectives, the participants tend to focus on solving problems that they feel are under the team's control (see section 4.1.4). Some of these problems were also problems that are inherently difficult to solve, such as estimations, or those related to task progress, difficulty and priority, which are more symptoms of underlying causes rather than controllable root causes.
When we compared the target statements that the corrective actions were developed for and the actual corrective actions (see Table 9 ), we recognised that the distribution of corrective actions did not follow the distribution of target statements. For example, participants often selected negative task outcome statements as a target for corrective actions, but the corrective actions did not focus on the task outcome quite as often. Instead, the related corrective actions suggested the need to make changes in the work practices, cooperation and process, topics that ultimately caused problems with respect to the task outcome, but that are separate from the task outcome itself. Another example is cooperation, which was never a set target. However, 10 % of the corrective actions were cooperation actions. This indicates that in team-level retrospectives, the root cause analysis does not uncover the actual causes of the negative experiences, but deals more with the visible symptoms. However, as the participants possessed knowledge about the causal mechanisms behind the symptoms, they still felt that they were able to develop the appropriate corrective actions without explicating the exact 'root causes' (Lehtinen et al. 2011) . As an example, when they were talking about a negative experience regarding poor task estimates, they directly proposed corrective actions for improving the cooperation between product owners and developers, without considering this lack of cooperation as a cause of the poor estimates. This behaviour might be a problem, since we do not know if the implicit inferences regarding the causes are comprehensive or correct.
How do the Discussion Topics Evolve Over Time? (RQ 3)
We studied how the retrospective discussions evolved over time using two approaches. First, we compared the discussion topics throughout the three stages covered in the study timeline, each of which represents a distinct phase in the case organisation's history (see section 3.2). Second, we identified the recurring topics of discussion persistent throughout the study timeline. The first approach demonstrated at a higher level how the discussion topics changed over time in terms of the process areas and topic types. The second approach yielded a more detailed analysis of the types of discussions that kept recurring over time, how frequently they occurred and the detailed contents of the discussions. Finally, we also identified the corrective actions developed by the participants with respect to those recurring discussions. Figure 7 shows the most salient changes in the distribution of the retrospective statements over time (see the description of the stages in section 3.2). The figure includes changes where the percentage of statements in a certain topic type or process area changed nine or more percentage points from one stage to the next during the evolution of the case organisation. Regarding the process areas, see Fig. 7a and b. The figure shows that the share of negative statements and corrective actions in the software testing process area increased greatly in stage 2, while the share of corrective actions remained high in stage 3. During stage 3, the share of negative statements and corrective actions in the implementation area dropped, while the share of statements in the product owner area increased. There were no changes of greater than nine percentage points in the shares of positive statements regarding the process areas.
How do the Discussion Topics Change Over Time? (RQ 3.1)
Regarding the topic types, see Fig. 7c and d. The figure shows that the share of negative statements in the task progress and task outcome types increased during stage 2 and decreased again during stage 3. The share of positive statements regarding task progress followed a similar pattern, whereas the statements on resources and scheduling followed the opposite pattern and were more common as negative topic types in stages 1 and 3 and decreased during stage 2 at the same time that positive discussions on task priority and task progress increased. Other changes in the positive topic types included a decreasing trend with respect to learning and a high share of cooperation discussions in stages 1 and 3, with almost no positive cooperation discussions occurring during stage 2. There were no changes of greater than nine percentage points in the share of corrective actions regarding the topic types.
As a summary, stage 1 and 2 were characterised by a clear focus on the implementation work in retrospective discussions. Stage 2 further emphasised software testing as an a b c d Fig. 7 The most salient changes (9 percentage points or more) in the distribution of statements over the process areas (a and b) and topic types (b and c) in stages 1-3 (no salient changes were observed in terms of the positive statements regarding the process areas or corrective actions regarding the topic types) improvement area and the discussions focused more on task progress and outcomes and priorities. The task-related topics were common in both negative and positive discussions. Finally, during stage 3 the emphasis on implementation work decreased and testing improvements continued. In addition, task-related discussions decreased, while negative discussions on resources and scheduling and positive discussions on cooperation took place.
What Discussions Keep Recurring Over Time? (RQ 3.2)
We studied how often discussions kept recurring by identifying similar recurring retrospective statements in the team-level retrospectives. A total of 43 individual statements occurred more than once during the study period. The recurring statements were more common when participants discussed positive experiences (23 % were recurring). The share of recurring statements when participants discussed negative experiences was 9 %. The recurrence of corrective actions was rare -a total of seven actions reoccurred twice, while two actions reoccurred up to three times.
We analysed in detail the ten statements that recurred most often to identify how frequently specific discussions kept recurring in the retrospectives. Each of the ten statements occurred in more than 10 % of the retrospectives. Table 10 summarises the recurring statements that form three distinct recurring discussions. These discussions consisted of the explicit retrospective statements and represent more specific instances than the discussion topics. Figure 8 presents the occurrence distribution for the ten statements that recurred most often throughout the retrospective timeline.
All three discussions included both positive and negative statements. The discussions on the state of bug fixing were related to the number of open defects and how successfully they were fixed. The recurring retrospective statements were as follows: fixed a lot of bugs (repeated in 38 % of the retrospectives), a lot of bugs (18 %) and low bug count (15 %). The discussions on the accuracy of estimations were related to the challenges and achievements in completing the tasks within the sprint schedules. The retrospective statements included completed all tasks (repeated in 45 % of the retrospectives), too much to do (15 %), efforts were not accurate (35 %) and good estimates (30 %).
Regarding the need for clarifying instructions, the retrospective statements were as follows: I got help when I needed it (repeated in 15 % of the retrospectives), incomplete specifications (13 %) and lack of information on how the system should work (13 %). These discussions obviously concerned missing instructions for the development tasks and a lack of information on the requirements.
What Corrective Actions are Developed for the Recurring Discussions? (RQ 3.3)
A total of 19 % of all corrective actions were developed for the recurring discussions. Table 11 presents the developed corrective actions and the related recurring discussions (corrective actions were only developed for the negative experiences). The greatest number of corrective actions were developed for the discussions on estimation accuracy (8 % of all corrective actions) and the state of bug fixing (6 %). Despite the developed corrective actions, the statements on the recurring topics kept repeating themselves.
Reflections
Based on the results presented in this section, we conclude that the discussion topics varied over time and they also reflected the evolution of the development organisation. In a longitudinal analysis, stage 1 represents a small software organisation with only one development team. The organisation adopted Scrum at the beginning of the observation period. The retrospective discussions focused on instructions, learning, cooperation and tools -logical topics for an incipient software organisation. During stage 2, the organisation consisted of two Implementation work Instructions 13 % 10) I got help when I needed it Implementation work Cooperation 15 % Fig. 8 Recurrence of similar retrospective statements over the retrospective timeline. The y-axis lists the recurring statements numbered 1-10, colour coded as follows: negative = red and positive = green. The total number of recurrences are in parentheses. The shape of the marker groups together statements from the same discussion Table 11 Corrective actions for dealing with recurring negative experiences (share = the share of corrective actions out of a total of 180 corrective actions)
Corrective actions (retrospective number, see Table 1 and Fig. 8 ) Share
Estimation accuracy
Inaccurate efforts -One way to help estimation could be WBD 2 (R5), -Add time/tasks for design, then implementation will be more straightforward (R5), -Stick to the time-boxed values and do not accept more stories (R19), -Average story points from 10 sprints (R19), -Estimate bigger numbers and/or accept less (R19), -Kanban-style dev (R22), -Budget time for doing prototypes (R23), -Familiarising (developers) with the stories beforehand (R23), -Factor the uncertainty factor into the time estimation (R23), -More clear requirements (R23), -Monitor the time that you spend and learn from your own estimates (R23), -When getting a new large story, allocate design and analysis story for the sprint (R23), -Make dedicated investigation task for features planned in next sprint (R23), -Estimation should be added on getting familiar with the project/component (R26b), -Those who know about the area of the story should tell about the work that is needed (R31).
%
Too much to do -Include realistic amount of work in the sprint and leave some time to settle quality debt (R2), -Use previous sprint as a reference of how much story points we can handle (R14).
% State of bug fixing
A lot of bugs -Enforce check-style on commit (R2), -Enforce the check-style checks before commit: add the plugin to the development tool (R2), -Reserve more time for testing when implementing new features (R21b), -Fixing debt about PARAM < component > verification (R21b), -Developer should reserve more time for testing and be more careful with it (R21b), -Remember to test all X methods/APIs that are related to your changes (R21b), -Test, test, test.. (R31), -Test the issue in the actual application at least once (R31), -Testing in different environment: make testing in local environment and then in dev-test (R31), -More testing: the bigger the story is the more testing is required (R31).
% Clarifying instructions
Incomplete specifications -Use cases: a better understanding what is asked and what is needed to be achieved (R28b), -Create UML diagrams from source code to pin-point problems and design (R28b).
%
Information on the system -Architecture spec is missing and needs to be made (R4), -Add system overview descriptions/depictions to intranet (R4), -Add stories to current Sprint to add missing design document (R6), -Add JAVADOC tags wherever they are missing (R6), -Fast diagrams: draw diagrams on whiteboard, take picture and attach it to story (R6).
1 See section 4.3.2 for a description of the specific recurring discussions 2 WBD refers to the Wideband Delphi estimation method software development teams and faced the challenge of rapid growth during the second year. In comparison to stage 1, the retrospective discussions emphasised task outcome and task progress. In terms of the task outcome, the team members started to discuss the increasing number of software defects; they often mentioned the problem of 'a lot of bugs'. They also repeated the negative statement on task progress: 'too much to do'. Furthermore, stage 2 discussions rarely referred to positive experiences regarding task completion or progress. These problems eventually drove the organisation to lengthen the sprints to 3 weeks. During stage 3, the organisation had six teams and the duration of the sprints was further lengthened to 4 weeks by adding one additional week for testing. During that time, the recurring discussions on the high amount of bug fixing and open defects ended. During stage 3, the retrospective topics included somewhat similar topic types as in stage 2, but cooperation became a common topic type once again. Positive experiences with software testing also became more common. Additionally, the team members kept repeating the following points: 'I got help when I needed it' and I 'completed all tasks'. The statements reflect positive software engineering experiences important for the successful development work. Our analysis revealed that certain discussions recurred over a long period of time. In the context of lean development, the problem of repeatedly regenerating the same list of retrospective findings is also recognised (Poppendieck and Poppendieck 2007) . The recurring discussions in this case had to do with estimation accuracy, the state of bug fixing and the need for clarifying instructions. We hypothesise that the problems behind these three repeating discussions are different in nature.
We call the first recurring problem type 'trivial scapegoat' problem. For example, strive for better specifications and information about the system was such a problem. Here, a rather simple solution is desired as a solution to a complex problem. This discussion kept recurring because a simple problem was used to conceal the more complex phenomena behind it, and the root causes could not be solved without tackling the complex phenomena. In this case, the actual problem was related to poor communication and understanding of the system features. This problem arose from multiple levels, starting with the need to gather the required information from customers and understanding it correctly at the product-owner level. Furthermore, the communication problems between product owners and development teams increased the overall lack of required knowledge among the development teams. For this problem, a trivial scapegoat was presented in the retrospectives by stating that the specifications are poor or lacking. This problem kept recurring because the underlying challenges were much more complex than simply improving the specifications and documentation involving, for example, working practices and resourcing.
The second type of recurring problem is the 'unsolvable problem'. The estimation accuracy discussion was a combination of the previously described trivial scapegoat problem and unsolvable problem. Poor estimation accuracy is a complex problem that includes many uncontrollable factors on the team level. The whole concept of estimations was somewhat unclear for the team members. They thought that development would be much easier if the estimates were more accurate. However, this seems to be just an easy way of concealing a complex problem, such as a lack of communication, resourcing challenges and scheduling problems; thus, participants used estimation accuracy as a trivial scapegoat for a larger problem. In addition, the estimation accuracy seemed also to be an unsolvable problem. The inherent uncertainty of task estimations and constant changes in the estimated tasks cause inaccuracy. Considering all the uncertainties of software development and the organisational communication challenges, it is unrealistic to assume that it would be possible for the developers or product owners to be able to achieve highly accurate task estimates. The high number of developed corrective actions without any significant effect during the course of 3 years corroborates the fact that the estimation problems were extremely difficult for the team members to solve.
The third type of problem leading to recurring retrospective discussions was a 'naturally recurring problem'. An example of this type of problem is the high number of bugs. In software development, bugs occur naturally and constantly, and the development team is well in control of temporarily improving this problem and decreasing the number of open bugs by investing in bug fixing and early testing activities. However, the problem kept recurring since the teams were incapable of solving the real causes due to external factors, including overly tight schedule pressures. The related discussions lasted for approximately 2 years. After the organisation invested enough effort in software testing and bug fixing, the problem stopped recurring in the discussions.
A fifth of all corrective actions were developed as a result of the recurring discussions (see Table 11 ). The team members developed the highest number of corrective actions for the estimation problems, and despite the repeating discussions and numerous corrective actions, the estimation accuracy did not improve. The team members also developed a high number of corrective actions for the software quality problems and, in contrast to the estimation problems, these actions had an effect and the problems decreased during the observation period. As a conclusion for our analysis of how the retrospective discussions evolved over time, we state that it is useful to identify the types of recurring discussions in the retrospective meetings. The recurrence could be a sign of unproductive discussions and ineffective corrective action innovations in the cases of trivial scapegoat problems or unsolvable problems. In the case of naturally recurring problems, identifying such a phenomenon could help target the analysis towards issues that cause the recurrences, not just the causes and corrective actions for the problem itself.
How Well do the Retrospective Discussions Correspond to the Development Repository Data? (RQ 4)
We studied how well the retrospective discussions related to the actual development status in the organisation. We analysed the recurring retrospective discussions and compared the changes in discussion topics to the task backlog system and the bug repository (see section 3.4). We focused our analysis on two recurring discussions, estimation accuracy and the state of bug fixing, each of which was described in section 4.3.2. These discussions were selected based on the availability of repository data that could be compared with the discussions.
Estimation Accuracy
Figure 9 presents the level of task estimation accuracy in the development sprints and maps it together with the outcomes from the team-level retrospectives. The data cover the timeline from the 20 th retrospective (stage 2) to the 37 th retrospective (stage 3). The task estimate data were only available for stages 2 and 3, since the company did not record the estimates and actual efforts during stage 1. The results show that the retrospective statements are somewhat contradictory. During stage 2, statements made in the 20 th and 21 th sprint retrospectives focused on 'good estimates', whereas in the 22 th and 23 th sprint retrospectives the statements more reflected the opinion that 'efforts were not accurate'. The estimations were relatively accurate in 21 th sprint and inaccurate in the 23 th sprint, which are in line with the statements. However, the estimation accuracy is similar for the 20 th and 22 th sprints, whereas the retrospectives found the opposite perceptions. The retrospectives did not reveal a high degree of measured estimation accuracy in the 24 th sprints retrospective. Furthermore, in the 27 th sprint retrospective, participants perceived 'good estimates' and in the 28 th and 31 th sprint retrospective that the 'efforts were not accurate'. These results are also contradictory due to the fact that the estimation accuracy in the 27 th sprint was not clearly different than it was in the 28 th and 31 th sprints. Additionally, the retrospective for 26 th sprint found that the estimations were both inaccurate and accurate. Obviously, the retrospective statements do not reflect the estimations for all tasks in a sprint, since the deviation in the estimation accuracy is high, as is visible in the numerous outliers in Fig. 9 . The teams did not demonstrate the actual bug counts before the retrospectives. The figure also divides the timeline into stages 1-3. It seems that in Fig. 9 Boxplot of the actual task estimation accuracy vs. the outcomes from retrospectives for the development sprints. Notation on x-axis: SxxGy = Sprint number xx stage y. Triangles: striped = 'good estimates'; checkerboard = 'efforts were not accurate'; black = both statements were made; white = no statement regarding the estimates (the circles denote outliers and the stars extreme outliers) stage 3, the number of open bugs stabilised at less than 90 open bugs, which could explain why the number of statements on the high number of bugs also decreased.
State of bug Fixing
Reflections
We analysed the correspondence between the retrospective discussions and the repository data from the task repositories. This analysis revealed that certain discussions, such as remarks on the high or low number of bugs, rather accurately reflected the state of development depicted by the repository data. Other discussions, such as the comments on poor estimation accuracy, did not match the situation reflected by the task repository data on task estimates and actual efforts. In our analysis, we identified several phenomena related to these two recurring discussions.
Our first finding was that these recurring discussions were related to different types of problems and that the reasons for the recurrences were different. In the case of the discussions on the high number of open bugs, the problem was easy for the team members to recognise and they were able, at a team level, to react to the problem. The problem kept recurring and the related discussions lasted for approximately 2 years matching the measured open bug trends. The team members also developed a high number of corrective actions for the software quality problems. In comparison to the estimation problems, these problems did reflect reality and the problem did decrease during the observation period, when the number of open bugs levelled off at below 90 (see Fig. 10 ). However, we cannot explain why participants felt that less than 90 open bugs was a low bug count.
The other recurring discussion regarding estimation accuracy concerned a problem that was different in nature. The problem was extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the team to solve. These difficulties with the estimation concept caused team members to use the estimation accuracy as an excuse, a trivial scapegoat. This was visible in the way that participants hoped the better estimates would solve such problems as a lack of communication between the team and product owners. The retrospective discussions on estimation accuracy were contradictory in comparison with the estimation accuracy data from the task repository. In addition, despite the high number of repeating discussions and corrective actions for the estimation problems, the estimation accuracy did not improve (see Fig. 9 ).
Furthermore, the repeating discussions on the need for clarifying instructions were also a problem, with complex uncontrollable factors being easy to blame in the case of failure. Even though we did not have triangulating data to further explain this finding, our earlier study Fig. 10 Line chart showing the timeline of bug counts in the task repository and related retrospective discussions. Blue curve = the number of open defects; red = an increasing number of defects were discussed in the retrospectives; black = a decreasing number of defects were discussed in the retrospectives; green label pointers = that a 'low bug count' was mentioned in the retrospectives. Labels: S < x > R < n > = stage x, retrospective number n revealed that the case organisation struggled with the collaboration problem with respect to stakeholders (Lehtinen et al. 2015b) . It resulted in a lack of information exchange between sales & requirements, the product owners and developers. The underlying problem was related to the complexity of the business domain, including the high number of customers and the fact that third parties were difficult to control and collaborate with.
The outcome of an individual retrospective provided only a narrow sample of the problems and corrective actions regarding the software development practice. When the retrospective outcomes were combined over a longer period of time, they collectively provided both a more detailed and broader view of the perceived issues and relationships interconnecting the planning work, implementation work and software testing process areas (see Fig. 6 ). Such a collective software engineering knowledge base has been presented as a valuable asset (Anbari et al. 2008) . Due to the specific temporal context and human factors affecting the outcome of each individual retrospective, the combined overview does not accurately illustrate the current situation. The past was not equal to the present. For example, the combined overview did show that there had been a problem with the high number of bugs. However, it did not show that the problem decreased over time. Additionally, the combined overview showed that the teams have problems with estimations. However, the deviations in the overall estimation accuracy (see Fig. 9 ) reveal that significant differences between the stated 'accurate' and 'inaccurate' development sprints in fact barely existed.
Implications and Evaluation of the Research
In this section, we discuss the implications of the results of this study for team-level retrospective practice. In addition, we evaluate the validity of this research study and discuss potential validity threats.
Implications for Continuous Retrospective Practice
Based on the results and discussion presented in this paper, we identified several phenomena that could affect the outcome and efficiency of the team-level retrospectives. Steering the focus and development of process improvement proposals in the retrospectives in the direction of controllable and valid problems would be valuable with respect to preventing the team members from producing retrospective waste by discussing and trying to solve invalid, overly complex or uncontrollable problems.
We identified four central viewpoints that can be used to provide guidance for the practical implementation of team-level retrospectives. These viewpoints work both as a set of heuristics for retrospective facilitators and as initial hypotheses for further empirical research. Table 12 summarises these viewpoints.
The first viewpoint is bias. One of the problems with the case organisation's retrospective outcome had to do with the participants' biased understanding of the current development situation. The outcomes of the case organisation's retrospectives did not always correspond to the evidence from the development repositories. The reliability problem of learning from experience has been identified in earlier studies. For instance, Jørgensen and Sjøberg (2000) have described different biases that affect how people apply their experience when learning from past events. They argue that without knowledge of and reflection on the potential biases, experience-based knowledge will include much incorrect information and invalid causal relationships. They suggest that the experience providers would need to consider alternative perspectives and critique their own judgments, and in addition, they should use training and increase awareness about the limitations and biases in experience-based learning. One approach to improving the validity of retrospective analysis is to introduce fact-based evidence to the retrospective in order to base the analysis on a more objective picture of the real situation instead of the potentially biased personal experiences of the participants. Bjarnason et al. (2014) have proposed using evidence-based timelines that provide participants with a visual timeline of project events with factual evidence that serves as a memory prompt in discussions. These timelines should be constructed before the retrospective meeting from various sources. In our case, the defect data and the estimation accuracy measures could have been good examples of evidence to present in the timelines to support retrospective discussions. In this case, the evidence was not used, even though the bug data in particular would have been readily available.
The second viewpoint is controllability. We recognised that the team-level retrospectives resulted in corrective actions that the team members were able to control (eg the work practices of the team). We also recognised that part of the retrospective outcome could not be controlled at the team level, but that it could be controlled at the organisation level (eg processes and testing resources). Resolving such findings requires organisational support. Furthermore, part of the retrospective outcome was external to the whole software organisation (eg customers & users) and requires extensive collaboration both within and outside of the company.
The third viewpoint is complexity. Solving a problem through retrospective practice requires controlling its causes. Some problems are caused by a complex network of causes that are too complicated to be correctly analysed and resolved within the context of a team-level retrospective. Such problems have the potential for causing waste in terms of valuable time and effort on the part of the team in the retrospective meetings. If the problem is too complicated to solve, the discussions tend to repeat themselves, and ineffective corrective actions accumulate over time without any real effect. Therefore, in order to prevent waste it would be beneficial to recognise such complex problems and find better methods and different forums for addressing them.
The fourth viewpoint is recurrence. Our analysis identified different types of recurring discussions in the retrospective meetings. The software organisation should recognise the retrospective discussions that keep recurring. These discussions could reflect a problem requiring organisational support (or external support). The discussions might also reveal trivial scapegoat problems. In any case, the repeating of such problems indicates potential waste in the retrospective practice.
Evaluation of the Research
This section discusses the validity of our empirical results using a validation scheme presented by Runeson and Höst (2009) . We will present the construct validity in section 5.2.1 and the external validity in section 5.2.2 and focus on the reliability of the study in section 5.2.3.
Construct Validity
Construct validity concerns how accurately the applied operational measures truly represent the concepts that researchers are trying to study (Runeson and Höst 2009) . In this study, these included the retrospective outcomes and the task backlog. Our results are limited to the documented outcomes, which do not capture all the details covered in the face-to-face retrospectives. We were not able to confirm the detailed face-to-face discussions. The researchers were not present in the team-level retrospectives and the discussions were not tape-recorded. There is a threat that the raw data do not accurately represent all the discussions that took place in the retrospective meetings and it is likely that the practitioners did not document all the discussions that took place during the meetings. The documented outcomes of the retrospectives included the cause-effect diagrams, together with the voting results and the related corrective actions. Due to the detailed retrospective statements, we feel that such raw data made it feasible to synthesise the retrospective discussion topics and compare the change in topics over time. This validity threat affects the total number of retrospective statements; however, it is unlikely that there would be missing categories at the level of process areas or topic types since the teams documented the discussions by collaboratively using the software tool during the discussions. In other words, the documentation process is not dependent on the recollections or interpretations of a single individual.
The teams used a specific software tool to assist them in collaboratively collecting and documenting the retrospective outcomes in diagram form. The tool probably made it easy for the participants to record all the relevant statements, but we do not know how the tool affected the retrospective meetings. In our earlier work (Lehtinen et al. 2015a) , we compared the use of diagrams and structural lists in retrospectives, and those results indicate that diagrams might well increase the number of findings and relationships in the outcomes and help in organising the findings. Diagrams were also perceived to be visually more attractive.
The use of the categorisation system might also bias the results. It dissipates details and emphasises similarity, and thus our analysis of the discussion topics does not represent the full discussion content. This threat applies to our analysis of the processarea and topic-type categories. In our analysis of the recurring discussions and their correspondence to the repository data, we analysed the detailed retrospective statements. We used qualitative techniques to consolidate the results on the outcomes from the retrospectives, and we also modified the categorisation system to correspond with the raw data.
The facilitators of the team-level retrospectives varied. At least four different Scrum masters facilitated the retrospectives and led the discussions. Most of these facilitators were present at all retrospective stages (stage 1, stage 2 and stage 3). There is a threat that the facilitators personally affected the outcome of the retrospective meetings, but variation in the facilitators is unavoidable in a longitudinal industrial research setting.
The task backlog was used to investigate the retrospective discussions on bug counts and estimation accuracy in relation to the repository data. We compared the retrospective discussions and the actual estimation accuracy and the number of open bugs over time. There is a threat with respect to construct validity in terms of the reliability of the task backlog. It is possible that sometimes the realised effort was reported as being equal to the planned effort, which would bias the analysis in terms of the actual estimation accuracy. In most cases, the realised effort differed from the planned effort. Similarly, the actual state of open bugs was based on the number of open bugs reported.
External Validity
External validity is concerned with the generalisability of the findings (Runeson and Höst 2009 ). Our results are based on the findings from one distributed Scrum organisation only. Thus, we cannot generalise about the exact quantities, only about the theories and explanations describing the outcomes of the team-level retrospectives in similar case contexts.
We believe that the external validity of the discussion topics covered in the team-level retrospectives in similar case contexts is high. It is reasonable to claim that the team-level retrospectives consider the experiences close to the team members. It is also reasonable to claim that the outcomes reflect common software development challenges and successes, as presented in prior literature. Furthermore, the retrospective statements will likely keep recurring if the problems are not solved or if the experiences themselves keep recurring. In contrast, the detailed discussions and distributions of the retrospective statements across the topic types and process areas likely vary in different cases. It is also possible that new case contexts could extend the discussion topics already recognised. As we concluded in our prior study (Lehtinen et al. 2014a) , the case contexts vary and therefore a case-specific analysis is likely needed every time a failure occurs.
Reliability
Reliability considers the extent to which the data and analysis are dependent upon the researcher (Runeson and Höst 2009) . The level of reliability regarding the raw data is high due to the fact that it was provided by the case organisation. Therefore, the threats to reliability are mostly related to data analysis and the ultimate conclusions drawn as a result.
The study results are based on a qualitative categorisation (coding) of the retrospective statement data by the researchers. The use of a modified categorisation system was not evaluated. However, we studied the inter-rater agreement of the original categorisation system in our prior study (Lehtinen et al. 2014a) . Kappa values for the process-area and topic-type dimensions were 0.65 and 0.55, respectively, which we concluded were good and moderate agreements. It is possible that the new categories that emerged during this study are more researcher dependent.
The modified dimensions do not equal those used in the prior study, but the modifications were minor. The process area categorisation was extended by adding a few new categories. The categories used in both studies were sales & requirements, management, implementation work, testing and deployment. We found that the level of agreement for these areas remained at a similar level. The new, Scrum-specific process areas include sprint planning, product owner and Scrum master. Similarly, the changes in the topic-type categories were minor. Most of the types remained the same and only minor improvements were added; for instance, the prior study includes a topic type called instructions & experiences, whereas the modified version includes instructions and experience as two separate topic types.
The results for the recurring discussions could be validated by triangulating the repository data only regarding the discussions on the number of bugs and the estimations accuracy. No data were available to validate the recurring discussions concerning the instructions and specifications. This is a validity threat since triangulating data regarding the third type of discussion could reveal new findings. The lack of triangulating data does not invalidate the finding regarding the recurrence or frequency of the third discussion, but it does prevent us from drawing further conclusions based on the nature of the recurrences. Finally, the final results were not verified by the study participants; only preliminary findings were discussed with a company representative.
Conclusions and Future Work
This was a longitudinal case study on team-level retrospective outcomes that emphasises the change over time and the recurrence of the outcomes. The study makes five contributions. First, we synthesised and made generalisations about the discussion topics that occurred in the team-level retrospectives. We found that continuous retrospectives provide a detailed analysis of both the positive and negative experiences of the software development teams. However, the discussions in the team-level retrospectives focused heavily on the areas close to the development team and topics that were directly related to the implementation work. The positive discussions were even more strongly focused on the implementation work.
Second, we analysed the links between the developed corrective actions and the retrospective discussions. We found that the corrective actions were commonly developed for certain topic types. These included task outcome, work practices, task difficulty, instructions, estimations and resources & schedules. We hypothesise that these topic types revealed problems, which were perceived as controllable by the team members. To ensure effective results, the team-level actions should be guided to target the controllable problems, but the team should simultaneously make sure that important problems are not discarded because of a lack of control at the team level.
The third contribution was our analysis of the changes in the retrospective discussions over time. We found that as the young, single-team organisation grew over time, the emphasis moved first even more heavily into implementation work and software testing and that discussions typically focused on the topics of task progress and task outcome. Later, as the organisation grew more, the discussion moved from implementation work to a wider coverage of the process areas, including resources and scheduling, the product owner and cooperation. We conclude that the retrospective discussions do change over time and reflect the evolution of the organisation over time, which should be taken into account when analysing retrospective data over long time periods.
Fourth, based on our analysis we found that recurring discussions exist in continuous retrospectives and are a potential cause of waste in retrospective practice. We recognised three repeating discussions in the case organisation: estimation accuracy and task completion, the state of bug fixing and the need for clarifying instructions. We identified that the nature of the problems leading to these repeating discussions were different. The problems included complex problems that are practically unsolvable at the team level, naturally recurring problems and 'trivial scapegoat' problems, ie problems that are easy to identify and difficult to solve. Our analysis of recurring discussions also revealed that the reliability of the retrospective outcome varies, and incorrect interpretations and discussions exist. A large number of corrective actions were developed for the recurring discussions. The issue of recurrence should be addressed and potential unproductive discussions handled as part of the retrospective practice.
Fifth, we propose four viewpoints, which could be useful for evaluating the retrospective outcomes. These viewpoints are bias, controllability, complexity and recurrence. The reliability of the problems presented in the retrospectives should be verified via evidence in order to avoid repeating the same discussions based on biased interpretations or incorrect understandings. Controllability and the complexity of the problems are important to consider in order to select appropriate actions for resolving them. Furthermore, it would be reasonable to analyse the recurring retrospective findings to spot potential waste and detrimental effects in terms of repeating, but unproductive discussions.
We call for future work and replicating studies to increase the external validity and reliability of our results. It would be important to empirically study and validate our initial viewpoints and hypotheses on how to use our findings to guide continuous retrospective practice. In addition, comparative research on team-level and organisation-level retrospectives would be beneficial for understanding how to facilitate the development of corrective actions and implement them at the correct level of organisational control.
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